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PEX is a crosslinked polyethylene pipe. Crosslinking is a chemical process which helps 
increase the resistance of the pipe to high temperature and pressure while also making 
the pipe �exible.

The PEX system is an integration of PEX pipe, corrugated sheaths, manifolds and �ttings. 
The manifolds and �ttings are made of virgin brass. The lack of joints make this a totally 
maintenance free and leak proof solution for plumbing.
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PEX pipe
PEX Pipe is a �exible polyethylene pipe with a complex
molecular structure that increases the performance of 
the pipe while still maintaining the excellent qualities 
of thermoplastics.  

*Also available with EVOH oxygen barrier.

Performance Statistics
Design Temperature (Td): 65°C
Maximum Temperature (Tmax): 80°C
Malfunction Temperature (Tmal): 95°C.
Operating Pressure: 5-6 bar.
Life of pipe: 50 years @ Td, 1 year @ Tmax, 100 hours @ Tmal 

*Also available with EVOH oxygen barrier.

PEX pipe running through sunk, walls and false ceiling 
should be protected with corrugated pipe. Corrugated 
pipe also protects the PEX pipe from damages during 
waterproo�ng and other civil work. The corrugated 
pipe is made of medium density polyethylene and is 
available in blue and red colors.

Corrugated pipe

PEX pipe and Corrugation
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AC-PEX-WEV-16

AC-PEX-WEV-20

AC-PEX-WEV-25

Product Code

Product Code

AC-PEX-WEV-16

AC-PEX-WEV-20

AC-PEX-WEV-25



PEX Manifold with Ball Valves
Manifolds with ball valves, made of plated virgin brass, allow each �xture connection to be
an isolated circuit thus making individual �ow regulation possible. 

Connector cores are used to join Weimar PEX pipe with the manifold.

Female end caps are used to terminate manifold inlet connections (used at male end)

Male end caps are used to terminate manifold inlet connections (used at female end)

Brackets are used to clamp/mount manifolds onto a wall.

Manifolds and Accessories

Product Code
1/2" 

3/4"

1"

AC-MF-16

AC-MF-20

AC-MF-25

Product Code
1/2" 

3/4"

1"

AC-MFCNT-16

AC-MFCNT-20

AC-MFCNT-25

Product Code
1/2" 

3/4"

1"

AC-ECM-16

AC-ECM-20

AC-ECM-25

Product Code
1/2" 

3/4"

1"

AC-ECF-16

AC-ECF-20

AC-ECF-25

Product Code
1/2" 

3/4"

1"

AC-BKT-16

AC-BKT-20

AC-MF-25
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Male Straight Union connects the Weimar PEX pipe with the sanitary CP �tting.

Female Straight Union connects the Weimar PEX pipe with the sanitary CP �tting.

90° threaded elbow connects the Weimar PEX pipe with �itngs that are wall mounted. 
The plastic �tting box acts as a protection to the �ttings from damage during civil work.

Ball valves are installed at the supply line of each manifold. It helps cut the water supply to any individual
manifold during maintenance while keeping remaining manifolds functional.  

Tools and Fittings

Plastic Reamer Pipe Cutter

Fitting Box with 90º Threaded Elbow

Male Straight Union 

Ball Valve (nickel �nish)
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Product Code
1/2" 

3/4"

1"

AC-BV-16

AC-BV-20

AC-BV-25

Product Code
1/2" 

3/4"

1"

AC-FBTE-16

AC-FBTE-20

AC-FBTE-25

Product Code
1/2" 

3/4"

1"

AC-MSU-16

AC-MSU-20

AC-MSU-25

Product Code
1/2" 

3/4"

1"

AC-FSU-16

AC-FSU-20

AC-FSU-25

*Also available in larger sizes.

Female Straight Union 



Advantages

Flexibility (less labour intensive).

Easier and quicker installation (fewer �ttings).

No solvent-cement welding or socket fusion required.

No concealed joints (safer system).
  
Higher temperature  resistance.

Minimal pressure drop (fewer �ttings).

Pipe in pipe installation (replaceable and maintenance free).

Cost comparable to GI.

Flow regulation possible at the manifold.

No tile breakage required in case of leakage.

Conventional 
System 

PEX System
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Installation Instructions

Note:

Cut the pipe vertically using a pipe cutter. Apply appropriate 
pressure to ensure smooth cutting.

Disassemble the �tting into main body, hex nut and compression ring.

Sleeve the pipe into the hex nut.

Sleeve the pipe into the compression ring.

Insert the main (nipple) �tting into the pipe.

Tighten using spanners.

For a perfect connection, Weimar pipes should be connected with approved �ttings recommended by Weimar.
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Distributed by :

Accurate Solutions 
Suite no. 1, Mutha Chambers No. 3, 
Senapati Bapat Road, Pune 411016. 

Email ID: info@pex.co.in.  Visit us at www.pex.co.in. 


